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The EU Data Strategy foresees the development of shared
European data infrastructures, enabling cross-border exchange
and availability of comparable and high-quality data. The
European Health Data Space (EHDS) is the first of these
infrastructures to be launched, making use of the potential of
health and social data for the purpose of advancing public
health, research and innovation. Quality of digital health data
has been the focus of research and debate for a long time and
several proposals for improvement have been put forward.
While these efforts are ongoing, secondary use or re-use of
health data, combined with recent developments in data
analytics, AI and real-world data (RWD), have raised new
requirements on our understanding of data quality and the
means for its assurance. Both the European Commission and
Member States have underlined the need to support EU and
national authorities, as well as the scientific community to
agree on interoperability guidelines addressing data quality
and semantic interoperability. The TEHDAS Joint Action has
responded to these expectations through work undertaken in
the context of WP6 - Excellence in data quality. With expected
delivery deadline early 2023, the EUPHA conference offers an
excellent platform to present the draft forthcoming proposals
to the public health community and engage in meaningful
dialogue with participants. Key members of the WP6 team will
present the process through which the TEHDAS JA recom-
mendations on data quality and semantic interoperability have
been developed, the results achieved thus far and the
remaining open questions. The workshop discussion section
will allow the JA team to collect direct input and feedback for
utilization in the production of the final version of the
deliverables.
Key messages:
� Increased awareness and understanding of background and

rational of forthcoming proposals on data quality and
semantic interoperability in the European Health Data
Space.

� Opportunity to raise concerns and proposals for improve-
ment and thus have a direct impact on the final TEHDAS JA
output on data quality.
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A cornerstone in the development of the European Health
Data Space for secondary use of data (EHDS2) is the design,

implementation and assessment of a Data Quality Framework
(DQF). Consistently, the Joint Action TEHDAS has a
dedicated work program where, learning from others’
experiences across Europe and abroad, the work package is
building the concepts and methods for such a DQF. The scope
of this work program is to provide recommendation to the
Member States and the European Commission on the concept
of DQF to foster, where (institutions) the DQF should be
implemented, when in data life cycle, how should be
implemented and by whom. In terms of the concept, the
DQF raises the importance of quality assurance procedures at
data processor level and the level of quality of the data
collections in terms of reliability, relevance, timeliness,
coherence, coverage and completeness. When it comes to
when along the data life cycle, DQF is expected operate when
data needs harmonization at data processor level (ie, the
effective application of interoperability standards), in the
publication of the data sources (ie providing users knowledge
on the provenance of data and the content of data source); or,
when data sources have to be integrated and sensitive data
pseudonymized (ie, the quality of the linkage and losses after
pseudonymisation). Finally, when it comes to the methodol-
ogy, TEHDAS suggests a three-fold approach - some quality
measures in the DQF could be translated into legislation (eg,
the requirement of regular auditing for a data processor to be a
trusted party in the EDHS2); some could be kept as good-
practices (eg, recommendation of archival procedures when a
research project finalizes); and, under the assumption of
continuous data quality improvement, an assessment, bench-
marking and promotion methodology (eg, a grading system at
data processor level).
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In the first phase of its work, WP6 has explored and
synthesized existing knowledge and experiences on data quality
assurance frameworks (DQAFs) in the context of cross-border
sharing of federated secondary use health data. Our aim was to
identify good practices within this area and develop a first set
of corresponding recommendations. The recommendations
reflect the synthesis of results from three parallel lines of work,
each utilizing a different methodology: a) thematic workshops
and partner meetings, b) analysis of existing data-sharing
initiatives, and c) a scoping literature review. Our analysis of
literature and existing health data initiatives suggest that
currently deployed DQAFs cannot as such serve as platforms
or models for an EHDS-wide data quality solution. There is an
agreement in principle, that reliability, relevance, timeliness,
coherence, coverage and completeness should be incorporated
in a DQAF as measurable dimensions of data quality. We aim
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towards a working definition of data quality, which will be able
to reflect the reality of the data, as well as its fitness for purpose
from the perspective of potential users.
� We recommend focusing efforts on transparency at the level

of data holder institutions across Member States in relation
to adoption of regular audits, a well-developed DQAF and
clear procedures with regard to processing the data.

� In the medium to longer-term EHDS nodes could promote
and support the development of a benchmarking process,
which will assist data managers and data holder institutions
with alignment against a Europe-wide approach to measur-
ing data quality within and across Member States.
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WP6 has approached the target of supporting trustworthy
secondary use of health and health care data through two
operational objectives: developing the EHDS data quality
assurance framework for real-world health data and develop-
ing the EHDS secondary use Semantic Interoperability

Framework. For the latter objective, several interoperability
standards were identified in accordance with the EHDS2 data
life cycle and user’s journey approach, hence focusing on data
discoverability (at data source and variable levels), commu-
nication support across nodes and on development of
common data models. Selection was based on active
participation of WP6 leaders in various pertinent workshops
and interactive activities, both in the framework of TEHDAS
(Stakeholder and Project Forum meetings) as well as other
relevant initiatives (e.g. the PHIRI project). Input was also
sought from Commission representatives and EU-level reg-
ulatory authorities. In a first step, standards were catalogued
based of features such as typology of interest, utility and
application domains. In the next phase we organised virtual
semi-structured interviews with key representatives of over 20
standards (incl. HL7, SNOMED, CDISC, DCAT, OMOP etc.).
The focus of the interviews targeted experiences in standards’
actual use, challenges in their implementation, issues of
maintenance and sustainability, as well as undergoing
collaborations and developments. Sessions were recorded and
subsequently the transcripts of discussion extracted automa-
tically. The process of analysing interview materials is presently
ongoing, using an adapted version of the Common Assessment
Method for Standards and Specifications (CAMSS) v.4.0.0.
toolkit. Interim results will be discussed within the Joint
Action meeting activities in June 2022, to produce a version for
wider stakeholder dialogue later in the fall. Results and
recommendations generated through this process will also be
presented for discussion with the workshop audience.
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Publicly funded health systems are based on the principle of
universal access to care. However, significant gaps still exist
between services needed and services received (i.e. unmet need
for healthcare), especially in chronic disease management and
prevention, particularly affecting marginalized groups in the
society. Public Health and Primary Care should be working in
integrated systems, as they are crucial in addressing health
needs in the community and population at large. Several
international organizations and leading scholars in the field
have been advocating for the integration or primary care and
public health to improve population health as well as to tackle
complex issues such as multimorbidity. However, these two
sectors are still working in silos across several countries, with a
significant negative impact in terms of efficiency of the services
provided and health care costs. The aim of this workshop will
be to provide a global perspective on the issue of health equity
in chronic disease management and prevention, with focus on
marginalized population subgroups, such as elderly, immi-
grants and people from low socioeconomic status. We will
discuss as well the determinants of unmet health needs for
access to primary care in middle-aged and older adults, and
examine the reasons for unmet need. We will further discuss
about the need and strategies for enhanced integration between
public health and primary care in chronic disease management
and prevention.

Key messages:
� Public health systems are based on the principle of universal

access to care. However, significant gaps still exist between
services needed and services received (i.e. unmet need for
healthcare).

� Public Health and Primary Care should be working in
integrated systems to tackle complex issues such as
multimorbidity.
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Multimorbidity is the co-existence of two or more chronic
conditions in the same individual and is highly prevalent in
ageing populations. Inequity in multimorbidity in old age
could have socioeconomic roots that can be traced across the
life course. It is, however, unclear if adverse socioeconomic
conditions (SEC) at different periods of the life course predict
the occurrence of multimorbidity in later life. We reviewed,
therefore, studies assessing the association between life course
SEC, measured at min. two time points, and later-life
multimorbidity. We identified four studies (25,209
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